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Chapter One

Maassluis, Holland, Friday 05 July, 1979

“Holy Mother of  ...”

Meredith the DEA officer stumbled over the latrine bucket

cursing. His flashlight lingered over the sordid scene in a

makeshift cage of  wooden pallets on the top floor of  the

riverside warehouse. There were dozens of  drums of  number

three heroin, ‘Chinese Brown Sugar,’ in neat rows across the

floor. He and his companion Julian de Lyon hadn’t expected

to see a cage with two girls in it huddled under a blanket.

“That fucking light ...” one of  the girls hissed.

Julian hushed the girl and the American with some urgency.

Meredith turned his flashlight off. Moments earlier the only

sound had been lapping water and the occasional cry of  a

curlew. Vehicles had pulled up on the quay below them and

two Chinese were coming up the main stairway talking quietly

in Cantonese.

With the drums offering no cover Julian quietly pulled the

pallet door closed, shutting him and Meredith in with the girls.

The one who had complained about the light in her face

whispered her name was Beverley. Her hair was a mess, her

face had the previous week’s make-up all over it but her mouth

was one of  grim determination. She was about to introduce

the other youngster when it was Meredith’s turn to insist on

silence.

One of  the Chinese remained at the top of  the stairs and

lit a cigarette. The other lit an oil lamp by the pallet door and

sniggered as the light picked out the fine black hair of  the

younger girl in the cage trying to hide under the blanket. When

he saw the overturned bucket his leer disappeared. He let out

a torrent of  abuse, picked up the hurricane lamp and cursed

again at seeing the bolt undone. When he saw Meredith he slid
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the bolt closed and shrieked a warning to his friend.

There was a loud crack as Julian drove his fist through the

pallet door making contact with the man’s scrawny head. The

lamp shattered sending a creeping blue and yellow light across

the floor. Lit up as if  it were suddenly daylight Meredith took

a shot at the shadowy figure in the distance. Julian turned to

Beverley whose fingers were in her ears from the explosion of

the .45 resounding around the bare brick interior.

“Have you got shoes?”

“They took them away from us ...”

“Is she fit?”

Beverley grabbed her friend’s wrist and hauled her to her

feet.

“She is if  you’re taking us out of  here ...”

Minutes later on a warm July night Julian, Meredith and the

two girls were at the rear of  the warehouse scrambling along a

short quay jutting into the grey waters of  the Lek. There were

four vehicles in front of  the building with people running

everywhere panicked by a gunshot and flames. Julian watched

Meredith tap his radio, muttering obscenities because it was

not transmitting. The American’s T-shirt, emblazoned

PITTSBURGH 12 might just as well have read AMERICAN

AGENT. Clearly, it was not a good night for an investigation.

The quay from which they were to be picked up was a mess

of  boating paraphernalia; oil drums, frayed hawsers, scrap

timber and rusting machinery. Strained voices sounded all

about them. It would be a trying few minutes before the launch

arrived. There was an upturned skiff  on the quay but it would

be suicidal venturing out in it. Julian lifted both girls past a bin

of  scrap steel and settled them behind a stack of  concrete

sleepers. They had suffered because of  their bare feet but not

uttered a sound. Beverley did not want to let go of  him.

“You’re strong, aren’t you!” she whispered.

He put a finger to his lips, loosened the cord of  his hood
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and listened. Beyond the noises of  their pursuers and lapping

of  the water below he could just hear the throbbing of  diesel

engines of  the launch riding the turning tide. Meredith

indicated he heard it too and Julian flashed the emergency

signal. A searchlight from the launch several hundred metres

out in the channel locked onto the quay. There was a muffled

roar and the craft turned.

A machine gun on the other side of  the sleepers began

rattling insistently until a grenade from someone on the boat

with an M79 silenced it. The girls reeled from the explosion

and hail of  concrete chips. Meredith was stung in the face. The

launch pirouetted in a mass of  white froth, thumping the quay

broadside on. Crew members bundled the girls below. Julian

and Meredith jumped aboard and held fast. The engines

throttled open again and they were away.

Julian wiped the spray from his face and looked back at the

warehouse. Fire had taken a hold on the top floor of  the

warehouse and on the quay throwing an orange light and

flickering shadows up its massive brick frontage. Car headlights

were swinging about. With the sound of  explosions and gunfire

across the estuary making enough noise to wake up the nearby

town the rivierpolitie would not be long in coming.

“Christ that was risky, an M79 ...” Meredith said to one of

the crew.

“One of  those piss-pot grenades!” the young officer replied

pouring generous measures of  Jim Beam into tin mugs.

“Been on the receiving end of  one lately?” Julian countered.

The three men began chuckling.

After a stiff  drink and several minutes of  the fresh night

air on his face, Julian went below to the cramped quarters.

Beverley and her friend both pale and exhausted were clutching

mugs of  tea. He made sure they had no immediate problems

apart from lacerations on their feet and reassured them they

would be looked after at the police headquarters in Rotterdam.

Someone from the British Consulate would see them later in
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the morning, he said. He didn’t mention they would soon be

on their way home. That didn’t always go down well.

A familiar tale unfolded as Beverley answered his questions.

She wasn’t telling the truth when she said she had been in

Amsterdam for a year as a waitress but he didn’t pursue it.

“We’d been in that hole a week,” she went on. “There were

six of  us, then they took the others away. The Chinese and

sometimes a Dutchy gave us food but didn’t seem to know

what to do with us. They knew what to do with us at night

though, the bastards.”

Her voice tailed off  but her face took on the determined

look Julian had first seen. True grit, he could have called it had

he known the expression, although he knew she was from

somewhere in the North of  England. The other youngster

‘Suzy’ was clinging silently to her. She was younger, about

thirteen years old and looked Hong Kong Chinese. He spoke

a few comforting words to her in Cantonese but she did not

respond. He asked Beverley how she had got into the situation.

“She was on a cultural visit to Europe staying with friends

of  her family she said. A right posh lot they must be in a

château near Paris. I call her Suzy. You know, Suzy Wong,

because she’s from Hong Kong.”

She shook her friend’s shoulder to no avail. The girl was

alone in the château one evening when two men walked in to

her bedroom. They held a cloth to her face with chloroform,

or something, on it. She had only vague recollections of  what

happened after that.

“She’s only eleven, the bastards.”

Julian turned his attention to the landing lights of  a mooring

platform he could see through the porthole.

“Were you friendly with the man who got you into this?”

“He’s a Chinky but not like you. You’re only half, aren’t

you?” she asked, looking up at him. “His name’s Johnny,

Johnny Wan, I think. I met him a couple of  months ago in the

club. He’s been good to me, giving me money and fags and
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meals too in his restaurant on the Oude Zijds, by the Town

Hall. Until last week, the rat.”

A scowl swept across her tired face but the smile soon

reappeared and Julian was amazed again at how forgiving

people could be. She called out her thanks as she and Suzy were

escorted off  the boat, blowing him a kiss with the words,

“If  I were only ten years older ...”

Meredith grinned but thought better about any ribald

comment. He didn’t know Julian that well.

1/2

Amsterdam, Saturday 06 July

The following evening was also warm and pleasant. Julian

stopped on a bridge, adjusted the zipper of  his track suit and

watched the light playing on the oily surface of  the canal. There

was a tinkling of  glass from a restaurant at the water’s edge.

People laughed. Plane trees whispered all around. Amsterdam

was at its best.

He was not in harmony with this prettiest of  cities. Life was

good for those enjoying a summer weekend but while two

young girls had been brought back from the brink of  a

traumatically shortened life of  domestic or sexual slavery a

hundred others would have been sucked in. The trade was

remorseless and growing.

The weekend was not improving. He looked back at the

traffic across Rembrandstplein, his vision of  Ann-Marie

lingering. She had neither home nor business interests in

Holland, having long accepted the Dutch were too liberal and

that an aristocrat would be swallowed whole. Had it been her

in the Citroën that passed him in the square? He had hardly

seen her in recent months but thought she would be in Paris

that weekend for her father’s birthday. He should know if  his

wife had just driven by.

He walked on along the cobbled quay to the Oude Zijds

and into an empty restaurant by the Stadhuis, squinting in the
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neon brightness. A tight-faced Chinese youth in a dirty apron

viewed him suspiciously. Being part-Western, with dark brown

hair and bigger physically than most Chinese, Julian’s presence

invariably provoked this response. The youth took his order in

silence and left a beer unopened by the glass.

Julian stretched his legs under the table. Ross had laid the

weekend’s operation on him at a ridiculous two hour’s notice.

This was not what he wanted to hear when about to pitch into

Friday rush hour in Brussels.

It was now after eleven at the end of  a long day at police

headquarters in Amsterdam assisting with interrogation of

hard-done-by couriers and surly Chinese without proper

identification. He had stayed late only because of  the DEA

operation and the chance he might pick up some information

for the office and make the weekend worthwhile.

He finished a bowl of  noodles and contemplated ordering

another Tiger beer. It was more than a casual reminder the

Singapore triads had taken over the narcotics trade in

Amsterdam pushing out the Hong Kong-based 14K and wo

triads to other cities. He would have to put narcotics and his

wife’s recent erratic behaviour and periods of  disappearance

aside. His office’s information was that a Dutch cell of  one of

these Chinese organizations was behind the huge increase in

the trafficking of  teenagers out of  Holland.

Beverley and Suzy were lucky. If  they had been abducted

for prostitution their breaking-in period could have begun

within days in a brothel anywhere between Casablanca and

Cape Town. After this would be imprisonment in a stinking

room somewhere between Marseilles and Macao servicing

anyone who could pay their owner. Their fate could also have

been one of  sexual entertainment with animals or as victims

of  torture on film. They would probably not have survived

their teens.

After three years in Europe Julian felt bitterness that a tiny

under-resourced office of  the United Nations, the Committee
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on Slavery, was the only organisation in Europe making an

active stand against a billion-dollar trade. It was a grim tale of

impotence and indifference and of  collusion and profit to the

highest levels of  society and government.

It was almost midnight when four Chinese swaggered into

the restaurant laughing loudly. They sensed trouble when Julian

stood up. One reacted immediately, running into the kitchen

and alleyway scrambling over rubbish bins, bicycles and empty

cardboard boxes. There was only one way out to the canal front

and Julian was waiting.

The expensively-dressed Singaporean backed into the

shadows. His hair was coiffured like that of  the younger men

and slightly stiffened by an adoring girlfriend’s hair lacquer. A

trace of  make-up on his face would not have looked out of

place in old Bugis Street.

“Johnny Wan ...” Julian said with the faintest of  smiles.

“You look well, Johnny. The Dutch have been good to you.”

Johnny with his lacquer and mascara was wanted for a list

of  unpleasant activities going back to 1972 in Toronto’s

Chinatown when Julian had worked for the Bureau of

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. More recently his name had

been linked with a transport company operating out of

Belgium with a sideline in little girls. This meeting could be the

break Julian had hoped for that weekend.

A chill went down the Singaporean’s spine. He had enough

experience of  narcotics agents to know he should do as he was

told. Julian nodded toward the canal and he acquiesced, his

senses straining. The vigorous clacking of  mah-jong tiles from a

room high above them stopped. This should have been

followed by their clattering over the table but there was silence.

The restaurant fronted a gambling house controlled no doubt

by Johnny’s gang, the See Tong. The alert had gone out.

Johnny’s companions reappeared on the empty quayside at

the entrance to the alley. More of  their kin tumbled out of  the
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kitchen. There were a dozen men around Julian. Cleavers and

kitchen knives glinted but it was Johnny who hissed they do

nothing. He might just walk away from the police station that

night.

The Singaporean missed the point. There was a flash of  a

steel blade and he sank to his knees, astonishment across his

face. Someone had decided he was a liability.

Julian’s attention turned to the two burly youths nearest in

the gloom waving knives with bravado rather than technique.

A double kick sent a blade through a first-floor window and

left the youth on his back on the blackened, greasy cobbles

gasping with a broken wrist and cracked rib. Julian gripped the

other attacker at a pressure point below his elbow. The youth

went to his knees gasping in pain, looking helplessly as his knife

dropped. The ma hyel induced paralysis and the youth rolled

over convulsing.

There was some muttering in the alley and general

movement ceased. Julian remained motionless. Indeed, it

looked as though he hadn’t moved at all. His eyes flashed in

the darkness, defying any of  them to come closer but it was

the insistent sound of  a police siren on the other side of  the

canal that scattered them into the night.

“Talk, Johnny, you’re going to die,” Julian whispered. Blood

was spurting from the Singaporean’s chest. “Why do your

Brothers kill you?”

Johnny Wan grinned. No matter how bitter he might have

felt in his last moments he would say nothing. Fear of  the

Brotherhood and of  the oaths he had sworn would go with

him to his grave.

Julian prompted again, asking if  he did not want something

better for his wife and child. Johnny, still grinning, could not

resist the words,

“Look in your own backyard - ”
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1/3

Brussels, Monday 08 July

When Julian returned to his apartment in Rue Américaine

after another difficult day at the office in Place Madou he was

greeted by the pungent odour of  his young nephew’s

enthusiastic cooking. He poured a drink and looked down into

a street in shadow with the last of  the evening sunshine clinging

to the chimney pots. Peter had come over to Belgium for his

last three vacations from university in England and they were

getting to know each other. It was unfortunate his nephew’s

presence that week was inappropriate.

After the incident in the Amsterdam alleyway that left one

man dead, Julian submitted a brief  report to the head of  the

City Police’s Criminele Inlichtingendiensten and took an early flight

back to Brussels. At about the same time Meredith was

murdered in the doorway of  his apartment block in the Hague

with a single silenced shot. This prompted an altogether more

urgent flurry of  calls between Brussels and Geneva. The

American was a CIA field man using DEA cover and the US

authorities were demanding answers from the Committee on

Slavery’s parent organisation, the Bureau of  Social Affairs.

“O Mighty One, do you desire tea?” Peter asked a second

time, smiling engagingly at his uncle standing by the window.

Julian declined. Something curry-like was dripping onto the

carpet from the wooden spoon his nephew was holding.

“Something to eat, perhaps?”

Knowing he would not be good company Julian said he

would eat in town and Peter should invite over someone more

deserving. Peter ignored his uncle’s slippery compliment of  a

meal he was actually preparing for Thérèse and said he had a

theory one could test a girl’s sexuality by how hot she could eat

a curry. Amused by the idea of  a controlled experiment, Julian

poured another bourbon and asked how his nephew graded

his results.

Peter found himself  struggling.
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“I prostrate myself, O Divine One, for my fatuousness,” he

said, admitting his evidence was far from conclusive.

Julian walked to the tram stop a little way down the

Chaussée de Charleroi to leave Peter and Thérèse alone for the

evening. It had taken his nephew a long time to persuade his

Continental friend to sample one of  his creations. Thérèse was

the epitome of  Eve of  the Sunday school lessons of  his

childhood. Fair-haired and of  slender build she could not have

contrasted more with his nephew’s current punk look and

almost manic concern with physical fitness.

He couldn’t help smiling at the young man’s nerve and was

sure in his own youth in Hong Kong he had been more

respectful to young women, to everything. Thinking further,

he realised the point would not stand much scrutiny.

On his return later that evening through the silent streets

of  the old city he regretted not taking up his nephew’s offer

of  dinner. Peter was his only family left in Europe and he

should have been making a better effort with the young man.

He caught a 32 tram on the boulevard at Porte de Namur and

remained on it past his stop on Avenue Brugmann.

At the end of  the Avenue Louise, in embassy land where

Gendarmes patrol with submachine guns he pulled the collar of

his coat about his face and began walking back up the avenue

towards his wife’s apartment. He was not unduly worried about

Ann-Marie’s current disappearance. Madame, as she was known

along the tentacles of  her family’s business empire did as she

pleased and could have been anywhere in the world. A dead

CIA agent in the Hague, Johnny Wan’s last words and a

possible sighting of  a disappeared wife in Amsterdam had

concentrated his mind.

The porter in the brilliantly-lit foyer of  the marble-clad

building on the rond point Louise called the lift and returned to

his desk. The living room in the penthouse apartment was as

Julian had left it a couple of  weeks earlier. Cushions showed
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the same creases, his note was unread. This at least would have

been removed by Ann-Marie or her maid.

Everything was in its place. The artefacts in glass cases

arranged such that on a fine evening the last rays of  sunshine

would fire the bold colours of  the Aztec pottery and give a rich

redness to the mellowed Inca gold. Even under soft artificial

light the collection had a vibrant, pagan power. It delighted

Ann-Marie who once said the full ritual of  human sacrifice

must be one of  the most potent events a human being could

witness.

It was not the materialistic excess characterizing his wife’s

family that dominated Julian’s thoughts as he returned to the

midnight streets. The last time he and Ann-Marie spoke he

mentioned something of  the Committee on Slavery’s work;

that an aristocratic family could be involved in a spate of

highly-organised abductions across Europe. She had displayed

an unseemly anger at the suggestion.

A few minutes after leaving her apartment he turned into a

dimly-lit Rue Américaine and noticed a car ahead of  him,

creeping, without lights. When the car stopped he did too.

Brussels is a provincial little town settled by nine and asleep by

eleven. When the car moved off  again Julian broke into a trot.

Its two occupants were following someone. The shadowy

figure also running became visible in Place Leemans. Again the

young man stopped, leaning this time against a lamp-post to

massage his calves. Julian’s thoughts hardened. It was his

nephew being followed.

After waiting in the darkness until the car had left the street

Julian let himself  into his apartment. Peter was in an armchair

in the living room. He had run all the way from Thérèse’s place

after taking her home and had a touch of  cramp.

Julian poured a drink for them both and asked if  the young

woman enjoyed dinner. Peter began relating the evening with

a sparkle in his eye until Julian told him he keep his fantasies

to himself.
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“In fact, young Nephew, I have the rest of  the week off.

You’ve been here two weeks and we have yet to do something

positive together. This will be a good opportunity.”

Peter avoided asking what it was a good opportunity for.

He did request they go for a spin over the weekend, meaning

he wanted to get his hands on his uncle’s car.

“I had other things in mind.”

“Ominous!” Peter responded, grinning. “Still, it’ll serve me

right. I didn’t do half  as much training as I should have last

term.”
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Chapter Two

Brussels, Monday 15 July

Mademoiselle Arameau stared vacantly at the traffic in Place

Madou while her boss went through the documents she had

placed on his desk. He was muttering over another delivery

from head office in Geneva. To make matters worse she didn’t

quite understand his question.

“What is Julian about this morning?” he repeated.

She shifted uncomfortably.

“What appointments does he have Mademoiselle - ”

Mlle. Arameau had been Ross McReedy’s personal assistant

for a week. A French-speaking Belgian, she was uncomfortable

with his accent in both French and English. Their office was a

feasibility study set up after a 1975 UN resolution and

responsible to the Bureau of  Social Affairs in Geneva. The job

ought to have been a glamorous one but such ideas disappeared

as she became familiar with the files. She reminded the director

he had given M. de Lyon the week off  because he had his

young nephew with him.

“Of  course,” Ross tutted, “our Number One you think

might still have criminal inclinations?”

“This is not what I said,” Mlle. Arameau replied, regretting

having made any remarks about their senior operative in her

first few days in the job. It seemed obvious head office would

be interested in the criminal convictions referred to in M. de

Lyon’s file if  there was to be an investigation into the death of

the American agent in Amsterdam. A review of  methods and

working practices of  the field men had been requested with

Herr Brandt specifically asking for copies of  Julian’s recent

reports.

“It is a suggestion I bear in mind,” Ross went on, softening

his tone breaking into English. “If  the office in Geneva is to
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turn this review into a piece of  theatre I shall need all the

prompting I can get!”

He swivelled in his chair to see a blank look on his young

assistant’s face and huffed. At least his last one appreciated his

occasional joke.

She was called away to the computer room and Ross sat

back mulling over Meredith’s death after the weekend

operation. He understood the Dutch police and the DEA

wanting to interview Julian but a security review annoyed him.

For the second time in a week he found himself  flicking

through Julian’s file.

... Julian de Lyon, born Saigon 1941. Childhood in Vietnam,

Korea and Hong Kong to the age of  16. Father French, a

veteran of  the war against the Viet Minh in Indo-China and

casualty of  the 1954 massacre of  the French Expeditionary

Forces at Dien Bien Phu. Mother Chinese national, returned

to Communist China 1956 ...

He skipped pages until he came to the lines,

... Two criminal convictions, prosecution by the British

authorities in the North Kowloon Magistrates court, February

and March 1957, for threatening behaviour and possession of

an offensive weapon. Cautioned for the former and sentenced

for the latter to sixty days corrective detention. Sentence

reduced for good behaviour ...

Looking across the city to the cathedral the Flemish call

Koekelberg Ross decided the information was old hat. A

boisterous teenager with considerable fighting skills wouldn’t

have come out of  the Gorbals or its Hong Kong equivalent

without ink on his copy book. Julian had also worked for

agencies of  the American government before joining the UN

and would have been vetted many times. His experience as a

former triad member was considered a bonus.
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Ross was respectful of  the professionalism and abilities his

Number One brought to the Committee’s operations. He was

also aware of  a darker side to the man he thought was just the

need of  a bit of  honest family life. His current marriage, or

perhaps liaison was a better word, did not provide that.

When his assistant returned with another pile of  printouts

he suggested brusquely she take it up to Number Three, Marc

Vlaminck. Ross expressed mild interest in some new

information on van Merken Transport in the computer file. He

was thinking about head office intentions and about Julian’s

absence with so much work on the table. Julian was due time

off  and was concerned about his wife’s well-being. This would

give him breathing space.

2/2

After a morning run to the park at the top of  Avenue

Brugmann returning through the well-heeled residential areas

of  Ixelles and Uccle, Julian and his nephew had breakfast

before Julian excused himself  for things he needed to do in

town. Peter had no problem with that, he said. Term was about

to finish for most of  the friends he had made in Brussels over

two years and he was looking forward to some parties and trips

out in Thérèse’s old car.

Julian walked into town. He crossed the boulevard by his

office and went on to the Grand Place. The walk took an hour

and he welcomed the exercise and time to think. When he

reached the bustling old market square he turned down Rue de

l’Etuve to the bar opposite the Manneken Pis. Raoul, the

proprietor, treated Julian to a cognac. Even with such an

illustrious neighbour who was dressed in a judogi that day, Raoul

struggled to keep the place open. It was ten o’clock and the

bar was empty, though it was a favourite with police from

Central Division and Raoul could do Julian the occasional

favour.

Julian passed him the registration number of  the car that
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had followed Peter to Rue Américaine the previous Friday

evening. He was about to leave when a young Flemish

policeman strode in, ordered a beer and drank it in a single

draught. He downed another almost immediately and looked

at his watch.

“Busy, Artur?” Julian asked.

“Busy ...” he replied in English, running a hand through his

hair, “... this town is like bloody Chicago.”

Julian had been on a daylight raid with Artur in the city

before Christmas. The Gang Squad, acting on information

from the Committee on Slavery had, without a warrant,

smashed their way into the basement of  a boutique and

released a teenager they found bound and gagged. An

abduction business operating in the centre of  Brussels had

been uncovered.

“Is this why you carry machine guns?”

“You’ve got nothing to fear,” Artur retorted.

“A young friend of  mine shouldn’t either but was stopped

last week by the Gare du Nord. He was looking at the girls in

the windows I expect.”

“We usually search ‘long hairs.’”

“In broad daylight, with submachine guns?”

Raoul shifted uneasily.

“We do a good service for the public,” Artur snapped. “We

carry them for hold-ups and robberies. We were twenty-nine

in the Squad in January, now we are twenty-two. With seven

friends dead, I shoot first and ask questions later ...”

With this remark he walked out.

“For God’s sake!” Raoul hissed. “You soured his beer last

time he was here. He doesn’t like you because of  your family.

You know how he hates big nobs around town.”

He finished abruptly and laughed.

“On the other hand, he occasionally speaks well of  you.

Today he is not happy in his job, I would say.”

“None of  us are wild about him starting his shift full of
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beer.”

Julian decided his week was not improving.

When he called at the bar again the following morning,

Raoul poured a Remy under the counter and said he couldn’t

talk. The bar was full of  police changing shifts. Julian sat by

the door with the second edition of  Le Soir and watched the

tourists coming up from the Grand Place. The bawdy little

figure they were seeking was sporting his Maurice Chevalier

outfit that day, another from his extensive wardrobe of

costumes.

When Raoul finally had a moment it was to say it would be

a busy day. Julian was about to leave when Artur appeared.

“Mind if  I sit here?”

“I’m just leaving, Artur.”

“Fuck you, have a beer,” he replied, catching the waitress’s

attention.

“I only drink when I’m working ...”

“Okay, okay! I don’t like you either but you wanted some

information ...”

The young policeman was pleased with Julian’s silence. The

girl put a beer and a cognac on the table with the boss’s

compliments. He shouted across the bar to Raoul,

“Business good, eh? Have one yourself !”

He saw Julian look at his watch and said he would come to

the point.

“First, the registration number is a pool car from van

Merken Transport and Shipping. Don’t look so surprised. Most

of  the information you ask Raoul for comes through me. I

might need a favour from you sometime.”

He took a mouthful of  beer.

“I was moody yesterday, I admit. I stopped a Lincoln during

the night I know is owned by a High Court judge and thought

some stick would do him good. He had some tart in furs with

him. Anyway, I gave him a hard time because he didn’t have
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his ID and she actually refused to show me hers! Then when I

radioed the chief, that ass-licker told me to apologise for

detaining them and ask if  I could be of  service and escort them

somewhere.”

“There is no justice, Artur!”

“It wasn’t funny. We do a good service - ”

The young policeman laughed when he realised he had

turned full circle.

“And the point is?” Julian asked.

“I thought I’d tell you, since your committee outfit is

interested in van Merken, there’s a probable new route for live

cargo in and out of  Holland that starts near Maassluis. A group

of  girls was found by chance last week in a container vessel. It

was involved in a collision on that part of  the river. And

something else. There’s another snuff  movie they’re all

watching at headquarters. It was with the group. Vice traced it

to Hamburg and are sure they’re using amateurs. Girls who’ve

been abducted maybe? Then, you’d know all this.”

“You know a lot about our office,” Julian responded.

Artur took another swig of  Stella.

“My brother works for Rotterdam Criminal Intelligence.

We’re Dutch you know, not Flemish. He’s worked with you. At

least, he knows of  a guy based in Brussels who’s half-Chinese

and has joined them on operations. I’ve always assumed it’s

you!”

Julian stood up and nodded his appreciation.

“Well, I’m off  to bed,” Artur said finally. “God, it’s a terrible

time of  the day to try and sleep. Back on at ten.”

He looked thoughtfully at Julian.

“Have a chat with one of  van Merken’s regular fancy bits, a

blonde called Sophie, if  you want to know more about that

firm. You’ll have seen her at the kind of  parties you go to. She’s

often down at the Hyatt. Expensive, I should say.”

Julian was interested in a link between van Merken and

Chinese criminal activity in Dutch ports. Van Merken
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Transport and Shipping was a suspected member of  a

syndicate whose activities now included the abduction of  a

particular social group of  teenagers into a form of  prostitution

for the more discerning.

So brazen were the syndicate’s methods, police forces

around Europe had turned part of  the Place Madou office of

the Committee on Slavery into an operations centre. Ross’s

budget and the experience of  all eight of  the Committee’s

operatives was fully stretched. Interpol were waiting for the

final pieces of  evidence from Ross that could justify a raid on

van Merken’s road transport operations. Julian had been

working on the file for weeks and on this point alone Ross’s

reasons for giving him time off  must have been important.

Crossing the Grand Place on his way back to his apartment,

he was greeted by his nephew, Thérèse and a young woman he

remembered meeting at Christmas. Peter was about to

introduce Daphne when Julian shook her hand and began,

“A pleasure meeting you again, Mademoiselle Daphne.”

“How nice, you remembered my name! We met on this very

spot, under Christmas lights but not under festive

circumstances.”

Daphne was the persistent young teacher who prompted

the raid at the boutique where Julian had also met Artur six

months earlier. Two school friends were shopping in Rue

Neuve. One went into a pâtisserie and the other into the

boutique opposite. The girl never came out of  the clothes shop

and her friend, after searching up and down the street knew

something was wrong. By chance she came across Daphne,

their teacher, who ran to police headquarters by the Grand

Place and would not leave until something was done.

It was Thérèse who broke up the reunion with a reminder

they had a film show to catch. If  Daphne had not met Peter’s

uncle before, she had now, she thought. Her cousin was

positively glowing.
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When Peter got back to the apartment that evening he filled

in gaps about Daphne he thought his uncle might like to hear

after their bumping in to each other. Though Daphne was

Thérèse’s cousin she was more like an older sister, he explained.

She was ahead of  all of  them, studying for her master’s degree

in economics and computer science. Julian was poring over a

map and some papers. Peter, seeing he was making no

impression resorted to asking outright what his uncle thought.

“She has the hair colour of  a warrior.”

“Is that good or bad?” Peter asked after a pause.

“That would depend on whose side she was on!”

Knowing his uncle was as forthcoming as he would be,

Peter confessed he was passing on a party invitation from

Daphne to her end of  academic year celebration. She was

planning a Provençal evening.

“Will the young woman be giving this invitation herself ?”

“No,” Peter began cautiously, “she ...”

Peter observed his uncle’s lips curl into a smile. It was just

as well the invitation hadn’t actually been declined as he was

under threat. Daphne had bombarded him with questions

about his uncle that afternoon.

The party invitation was the second Julian received that

week. The first was for cocktails in Ghent that Thursday

evening. Such a mix of  society and business people was the

kind of  occasion Ann-Marie hosted and attended and some of

her stable of  social friends would be there. He rarely attended

such events but this one was celebrating a new business in

leisure boating and there was a van Merken connection.

Feeling he and Peter had seen enough of  each other for the

time being he decided to take up the invitation. His nephew

had threatened to return that evening with the gang and he

knew his presence would not enhance their evening. He

changed into a dinner jacket and glancing in the mirror was
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aware he had smiled little in recent months. The contrast with

the youngsters who had called that morning could not have

been greater.

Locking his study he went through the basement to the

courtyard and stood in the darkness by his car. The buildings

around him and the street beyond the archway were quiet.

Within minutes he was on the Porte de Halle in heavy traffic.

It had been a toss-up between a crowded train to St. Pieter’s

station in Ghent or late afternoon traffic flowing west on the

Ostende motorway.

Soon after Julian’s departure, Peter and his friends arrived

at the apartment in high spirits after their day out at Ronquières.

Here in idyllic countryside not far from Brussels, barges on the

Brussels-Mons canal are hauled up and down a hill in tanks in

twenty minutes when previously they had to negotiate sixteen

locks. Peter was impressed with this monumental piece of

engineering at Easter and Thérèse promised they would drive

out there again.

Peter set about getting drinks combining this with a

loosening-up routine that made him look rather comic. Well-

built, with spiky hair and always cheerful he frequently caused

Martine to giggle, though she was kind enough not to say with

a pipe in his mouth he could be Jacques Tati as in Les Vacances

de Monsieur Hulot.

Daphne called later and Peter told her she might yet save

the evening with the flagon of  wine she had carried heroically

from her place by the Parc du Cinquantenaire. She knew

immediately he and Thérèse had been arguing. She was

kneeling by the Hi-Fi, Henri and Martine were in the kitchen

sharing a beer in silence and Claude and Michelle were on a

sortie to the local shop.

Daphne decided she should tackle Peter and prevent the

evening grinding to a halt but was distracted by the apartment.

It was her first visit.
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“All these objets Orientaux,” she began, “and those swords.

They are so beautiful.”

“Cheery little things, aren’t they!” Peter responded. “That

one is a Korean Silla sword. Uncle calls it a bonguk geom. These

two curved ones are Japanese. The longer one is a tachi a samurai

wore with armour. The shorter is a katana for civilian dress.

They’re Fourteenth Century and as sharp, apparently, as the

day they were forged.”

“Did you say Fourteenth Century?”

Peter started chuckling. Daphne looked at him.

“Well, it’s not funny really,” he said, as they took a closer

look at the swords in the display cabinet. “This tachi was made

by Muramasa of  Ise. His swords gave their owners reputations

as butchers. They’re supposed to bring bad luck as well, which

is probably why I’m not allowed to touch it. A sword was

believed to be the soul of  its master and followed his will.”

“Deadly but beautiful ...” Daphne corrected herself.

Something about the apartment, or the music Thérèse was

playing was making her feel strange. Forgetting her cousin’s

dislike of  the whole subject of  martial arts, a major cause of

the arguing, she asked Peter if  his uncle had sword skills. He

had seen him once with them out of  the case, Peter replied,

describing the display as awesome.

“You and I certainly wouldn’t have lasted in the shogunate

period in Japan!”

Daphne looked at him again.

“You couldn’t be mouthy with a samurai. If  he was not

suited to something and touched the handle of  the tachi, you

went down on your knees. If  he withdrew it just one centimetre

you were in deep do do!”

Daphne burst out laughing at his colourful French. He

couldn’t have learnt it from Thérèse.

She asked if  he addressed his uncle as sensei because he was

his teacher.

“I use it as a term of  respect, like the Japanese do,” he
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replied, glancing now in Thérèse’s direction. “Uncle’s Korean

students address him suseung-nim, ‘master,’ his Chinese students,

shifu, ‘father.’ That’s one of  lots of  titles in their family system

of  martial arts. There might be one for your actual uncle, if  he

is your teacher ...”

“Mon Dieu, Peter,” Thérèse interrupted finally.

Daphne’s look stopped her saying more. She squeezed a

sullen-looking Peter and said she was enjoying the music at

least. Seeing the words Classical Japanese on the cassette in

English she almost hadn’t put it on. There was a beautiful,

haunting quality to the string and wind ensemble playing and

she wanted a copy.

“Don’t get me wrong, I do respect your uncle. I’m just

afraid of  what he can do and that it’s related to killing.”

“I don’t think it’s as simple as that,” Daphne responded

coolly. “These societies were, on the one hand barbarous and

cruel and on the other, cultured and highly sophisticated. These

are the extremes. Martial arts is a philosophy drawn from the

whole spectrum. That’s right, isn’t it, Peter?”

Peter winked at her.

“And there was a rationalisation of  this power. There always

has been through history.”

Thérèse didn’t argue beyond telling her cousin not to be so

clever. Henri, who played a bit of  guitar, didn’t help by pitching

in that the music was pentatonic and she should have worked

that out.

They decided after eating and drinking a little wine they

would go down to Place de Brouckère and have a laugh at the

late-night kung fu film. Even Thérèse warmed to the idea but

wanted a shower first. Peter found a new towelling gown for

her to take up to his room and adjacent shower room and

poured himself  more wine.

Daphne and Henri were engaged in some good-humoured

martial arts posturing of  their own. Henri asked Peter if  his

uncle did any teaching or demonstrations.
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“He doesn’t seem to be involved in it at all these days, I

suppose being in an office and all that. He’s shown me simple

things but I can’t begin to think of  the secrets he possesses.”

“What do you mean, secrets?” Daphne asked.

“Well, just the way he moves and the advice he comes up

with sometimes. And the speed, like with the swords. You’d

have to see it to know what I mean. He must be a master of

something. My teacher has a high ranking but uncle makes him

look like Sensei Plod.”

“You’d better watch it!” Henri proffered, seeing Daphne

lost in thought again. “He might devour students for

breakfast.”

“Do you think I wouldn’t be able to cope, Henri?”

She tried to look serious but couldn’t help laughing. After

reminding Peter she was relying on his persuasive ability with

regard to her Provençal evening she said he must watch his

moodiness. Thérèse should not have to put up with it. Peter

was suitably humbled.

A light in the attic room jolted the figure in a corresponding

room on the other side of  the street. After several days in the

empty house the man was bored rigid. Now there was activity,

seven youngsters. The man put his eye to the camera and

couldn’t believe his luck. It was the blonde removing her top.

“What a little peach ...”

He moved the F3 a fraction on its tripod and refocused the

300 millimetre Nikkor. Three shots in quick succession caught

the girl peeling off  her vest and her breasts popping out. He

broke into a sweat. She fiddled with button and zip on her jeans

for a moment and let them fall to the floor looking idly at

something in the room. He squeezed the plunger twice more

and put his hand down his trousers.

“Come on, chérie ...”

Dutifully the girl slipped her panties down her legs and

stepped out of  the pile of  clothes. He moved the Nikon a
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fraction again, taking more shots of  the naked girl bathed in

golden evening light, hardly able to keep his eye against the

viewfinder. The sun caught the curve of  her abdomen and

wispy pubic hair as she twisted slightly. It was almost a bonus

she lifted her arms, gathering her blonde hair off  her shoulders

and pinning it up.

“Merde ... that’s it, keep still ... those nipples ...”

And as he was thinking of  easing his erection the girl

crossed her arm over her breasts, leaned toward the window

and let the blind drop.

“Too late, Darling ...” he leered, “... too late.”

Julian had no difficulty in locating the cocktail party. It was

being staged in an empire-style house in a square known locally

as Millionaire’s Square. Two hundred people including a cabinet

minister, a pop star and media personalities must have been

present. Van Merken made a brief  appearance. He was

renowned for his habilatory elegance and flamboyant manner.

Combined with a shock of  white hair, steel grey eyes and the

attention he was receiving from a pair of  aggressive socialites,

he could not be missed.

Julian had been in the house only a few minutes when he

crossed paths with someone he had not seen for a while.

“Good evening, Sophie. How is the conspicuous

consumer!”

“I am fine Monsieur,” Sophie countered.

“Still eating two kilos of  meat a day?”

“And it’s working wonders for my figure!”

Julian knew Sophie from these social occasions as Artur had

supposed. She was a professional escort. Her current favourite

topic was Brutus. The idea for a canine bodyguard came one

night Julian was walking to his apartment. Two men outside

the service flats in nearby Rue de Facqz were treating her badly

and he had intervened. He subsequently discovered an

interesting character who liked powerful cars and big dogs.
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The man watching them intently came over. He was wearing

gold lamé trousers and a black velvet jacket edged in lilac satin.

A heavy gold bracelet clinked against the crystal glass of  Chivas

he held in his fingertips.

“My Darling Sophie,” the man began above the noise of

the band, planting a kiss on her cheek, “I hope you are not

avoiding me.”

Sophie introduced Daniel to Julian with a courteous smile

but left no opening for conversation. His was a true Belgian

handshake, limp, though he at least looked Julian in the eye.

“He is amusing,” Sophie volunteered when he had gone.

“Unfortunately, anything a man wants, any type of  deviation,

he makes a speciality. With the name-dropping he does - police

inspectors, government people, magistrates, royalty even - we

call him Pimp to the Establishment. I’m independent enough

to stay out of  his pocket but I have to make a living and he

knows everyone, just everyone.”

Sophie fell silent, knowing she had said enough. Julian had

watched Daniel earlier in conversation with van Merken and

decided to ask Sophie a favour. She listened carefully then

asked, without smiling, what hat he was wearing that night. He

left the crowded reception room for the relative quiet of  the

front hallway and was joined minutes later by Daniel.

“The adult entertainment you are interested in is not a

problem Monsieur,” Daniel said, coming straight to the point.

“What you need first is a drink and a good show to set you up.

You will find both at the club by the Hilton tonight.”

He waved his hand discreetly when Julian hinted the usual

Brussels’ night life was not what he was interested in. Studying

Julian’s face he went on,

“Tonight’s floor show will amuse you, I am sure. A

simulated rape.”

Julian calculated how little he was known around town and

how much he was relying on Sophie’s discretion and replied,

“This is more what I had in mind ...”
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“Then mention my name at the club after the show. They

will fix you up with a special membership, one that includes

exclusive and tailored services. You will find something ... to

your taste ...”

Sophie touched Julian’s arm in the doorway and asked if

she could slip out with him. She was even more pleased he

offered to escort her home. He had not seen her car among

the other exotic machinery packed into the driveway and

parked around the square.

A maid fetched her silk shawl.

“More than ever these days I need professional headaches,”

she muttered. She had changed her mind about a client that

evening and had not looked forward to finding a taxi driver

willing to take her back to Brussels.

The late evening sky was blood red with slivers of  orange

and flecked with blue. The smell of  the countryside came in

through the open roof  of  the car. The flat farmland of  West

Flanders is not much to look at but Julian liked the fresh air

and weather that keeps North-West Europeans on their toes.

He had spent much of  his life in the oppressive heat and

humidity of  the Far East. A frown crossed his forehead,

however. Major changes were about to occur.

As they motored around the new intersections into the

Capital, passing the huge concrete sculpture signifying a hand

open in welcome, Julian was inclined to invite Sophie to dinner.

He didn’t carry it through. He didn’t like to feel it was because

he had nothing else to do.

Sophie thanked Julian warmly for the lift home. With her

mind along a similar line during the drive she decided next time

they would have dinner together.
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Chapter Three

Hamburg, Saturday 20 July

“Now we have agreed to the quantities of  Number Two

and Three for next month,” the strident, effeminate voice went

on, “I come back to our losses on meat sales.”

Four men, a middle-aged German businessman, a German-

American and an over-weight Belgian listened intently to the

plump little Chinese gangster, Chu Yuen Muk. They were

seated in late morning sunshine at a conference table at the

Ballindamm headquarters of  a Hamburg dock terminal

operating company. Chu’s bodyguard ‘the Gorilla’ was standing

by the panelled doors. Hauptmann, the owner of  the company

which handled containers in several German and Dutch ports

cringed.

“You don’t like my expression, Herr Hauptmann?”

Chu understood the heavily-jowled German would rather

be having lunch with his family. Then he remembered

Hauptmann had no children, just a young wife who liked young

men. A grin broke across his face. There was a flicker of  a smile

from the other two, a creeping discomfort at what the gross

little Chinese in his under-sized silk suit was about to say.

“We have all tasted meat. I trust we all like it. Some of  us

are even married to pieces of  meat - ”

The Gorilla seeing Hauptmann’s fist clench stepped

forward. Hauptmann’s command of  English did not match

Chu’s but he understood the insult. The gaunt-faced German-

American, Eric Kolmann, intervened. He suggested they

conclude as soon as possible that morning so they might all

appreciate their wives’ cooking and was relieved to see the

gangster smile again.

The idea for the business the syndicate was operating was

put to the triad boss a year earlier by Kolmann and an elusive
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French aristocrat known as ‘The Frenchman.’ Chu agreed the

supply of  young girls to a voracious sexual market around

Europe was piecemeal and the needs of  the more discerning

were not being met. The two men presented the Chinese

gangster with a plan for the acquisition of  suitable females

from wealthier families across Europe, those with a higher

social status whose young daughters would already have been

shown in public. Dossiers would be prepared and girls could

be ordered, procured and delivered within sixty days.

Chu liked the audacity, the quality of  the goods, the

exclusive pricing and the idea of  a catalogue. They were

immediately inundated with enquiries from dealers and agents

of  the wealthy. With the asking price of  the merchandise

upwards of  $30,000 split five ways, girls were disappearing,

money was pouring in and repeat orders growing.

Hauptmann handled the shipping. Eric Kolmann, a

Frankfurt-based operator in child prostitution and

pornography was the syndicate’s agent and the man responsible

for the catalogue. He and four representatives had a printed

copy each. The Frenchman and his associates were concerned

only with procurement and contacted Kolmann to settle

accounts and update the catalogue. The fourth man, the

Belgian, Winkel was in charge of  storage, road transportation

and security.

Almost as soon as the business began there was wastage,

logistical problems and complaints of  bruised fruit. There had

been disruption by law enforcement agencies and dozens of

girls languished in temporary confinement. Dealers in Antwerp,

Rotterdam, Hamburg, Nice, Marseilles and Casablanca were

the most vocal in their complaints. More worrying for Chu, he

had shortly to account to Hong Kong for falls in revenue in

this venture from cells he was responsible for across Europe.

Triad resources funded the operation.

“So, Herr Hauptmann,” Chu began again, “perhaps you can

explain these latest losses at Maassluis?”
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“It was an extraordinary raid on the warehouse, Herr Chu,”

Hauptmann replied grimly. “Two agents, the DEA man and a

Committee man from Brussels were there when we arrived.

The tip-off  came too late. The freighter scheduled for picking

up that batch of  girls was delayed because of  a collision on the

river. That is all.”

Chu’s face tightened.

“Is this your answer? Are we now letting people walk in and

take merchandise away? Perhaps you will let us know how you

plan to make good these losses?”

“We must be more realistic. With port security, export

regulations and extra payments for transhipment we cannot

process human cargo as fast as you propose.”

“So we hold back while orders pour in? Herr Kolmann’s

figures show over three thousand to be shipped out of  Europe

next month to very eager buyers yet the backlog continues. The

Frenchman talks of  thousands more little ladies for the taking.

Now there is considerable interest in the Middle East in our

white merchandise. No, Hauptmann, your part of  the

operation will be put right. We cannot lose a hundred thousand,

two hundred thousand dollars a month because there are not

enough containers or a ship might be rumbled. This is

beginning to cost us dear.”

As he spoke, Chu knew he should not be getting so agitated,

even if  such behaviour was normal for Europeans and

Americans. It was new for the triad working with non-Chinese

in this way and he did not like it. They were arrogant, secretive

and stupid.

“However,” he went on, forcing a smile, “we cannot let

lunch go cold over a little disagreement! I suggest two things.

We depend less on the routines we use for narcotics and we

must make it clear to organisations like the Brussels Committee

and Drug Enforcement Agency we mean business.”

Hauptmann and Kolmann glanced at each other, unable to

believe what the Chinaman was advocating. He appeared to be
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condoning Winkel’s incredibly stupid move after the weekend,

the killing of  the DEA agent. It was done without general

approval and the meanest intelligence knew such action would

end in them facing the might of  the United States

Government.

Winkel spoke for the first time.

“I must advise, Herr Chu,” he said smugly, “we now have

last weekend’s Committee operative under observation. They

have eight agents and this one is their senior. It is he who has

given us bad publicity several times this year.”

“The Chinese agent?” Kolmann asked.

“Part-Chinese, Herr Kolmann.”

“Gentlemen, his religion is unimportant,” Chu interrupted.

“But do nothing, Herr Winkel. We have a surprise planned. Be

sure next Sunday to Monday your men are not near the

Committee offices or the homes of  its operatives. We would

not want our friends getting their fingers burnt.”

Kolmann, Hauptmann and Winkel remained tight-lipped as

they watched the Gorilla pick up his boss’s briefcase. The few

Europeans Chu did business with considered this strange. They

did not understand that even Chu, the head of  the European

Lodge of  the 14K triad had but a small part in a global

organisation to which total obedience was the law.

Hauptmann had an idea German efficiency, including that

of  its criminal organisations paled beside that of  the triads. He

shared business with branches of  the 14K at ports his company

operated in and was more wary of  Chu. He knew sentence for

triad members stepping out of  line could be carried out within

hours. But even he had difficulty in understanding Chu did not

regard the briefcase as his own, rather it belonged to the 14K.

None of  the Europeans around the table knew of  an order

in the briefcase. Chu’s bosses in Hong Kong had responded to

his report on the operative Julian de Lyon. Authorisation of

assassination came from the highest level, the Council in Hong

Kong. It was sealed with the chop of  the turtle.
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“Nothing is to go wrong with the next movement of  live

cargo out of  Rotterdam,” Chu said finally at the doorway. “This

is a first warning.”

Hauptmann waited until the door was closed before

slamming his fist on the table. Able to express himself  in his

own language in his own office for the first time in two hours,

he raged,

“That little shit. Who is he pushing around?”

3/2

Brussels, Sunday 21 July

It was midday on Sunday when Peter arrived at the new

concourse in Place de la Monnaie where the Brussels Police

Band was about to give a lunch-time concert. He found

Daphne without difficulty. She was drinking Campari under a

sunshade by the bandstand with Henri, Martine and two others

he hadn’t met. Thérèse was in Paris for the weekend visiting

her stepfather.

Henri introduced his friends and asked Peter if  he would

like a drink.

“Not that red stuff,” Peter replied in French. “It makes my

toes curl.”

Martine, one of  Thérèse’s flatmates stifled a giggle. She long

thought Peter’s expressions were examples of  humour Anglais

but had learnt it was him. She could understand Thérèse

preferring his company rather than the more intense of  their

friends. Those like Henri, doing politics and sociology.

It wasn’t long before they left Daphne and Peter alone.

When Peter voiced his suspicion they had felt obliged to leave,

Daphne said it was obvious something was troubling him. He

hadn’t smiled once and they were just being discrete.

The band began playing and Peter cheered up in the

opulence of  an open-air café on a fine day surrounded by

alcohol, pastries and waiters with white bibs. Daphne too was

just perfect, with auburn hair, a wonderful smile and legs up to
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her armpits. She was also smoking a Gauloise from a yellow

packet when everyone else’s was blue. He was pleased she and

Thérèse were like sisters. Both were nice to look at but Daphne

was easier to talk to.

“So, is it Thérèse or your uncle troubling you?” Daphne

asked.

Since coming over from England Peter had found his uncle

a bit distant and yes, things were strained that morning he

admitted. Finishing their drinks, Daphne suggested they walk

down Rue Neuve. She would treat him to a T-shirt and he must

tell her what was wrong.

“I thought, as uncle seemed to be in a good humour this

morning, we would go for a run. He wanted to see how my

katas were progressing. You know I was graded black belt in

shoto-kan earlier in the year? As he rarely shows interest, let

alone give any tips, I didn’t want to pass up the opportunity.

So off  we went to Place du Jeu de Balle. There are always

characters down there and pretty girls on a sunny Sunday marché

aux puces! It’s interesting how different the stuff  is from back

home. Brits would never chuck such good stuff.”

“Portobello Road and Carnaby Street are top of  the list

when we come to visit you!” Daphne interrupted, smiling.

“Well, uncle gave me a hard time on the run back up to the

apartment.”

“What do you mean, running too fast?” Daphne struggled

to understand Peter’s lapse into English. They had walked in

to a boutique and she was flicking through T-shirts.

“That too and I got cramp. He told me about running

through snow and across sand and that I shouldn’t be pathetic.

More to the point he said I was insular, made demeaning

comments about women, was physically intimidating and it was

time I learnt such things are not appropriate in martial arts.”

Daphne pulled out a t-shirt with the word STUD on it but

put it back on the rack and asked Peter what point Julian was

making.
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“He reminded me about my saying last year I wanted to

become a serious martial artist and that I would not have it so

easy this Summer.”

“Grim,” Daphne muttered.

“I must say, he did tell me some interesting stuff  about his

early days. He started serious training in the fighting arts when

he was ten, in a monastery in the mountains on Jin-do, an island

off  the southern tip of  Korea. When he was older he spent

time in Japan too, at the end of  a stick, he put it. Apparently,

his sensei sat on a horse and guided them twenty kilometres

every morning around the foothills of  Mount Fuji. The shuvjo,

the stick, he used on those who lagged behind. Once they even

ran up Mount Fuji.”

Peter went quiet again and Daphne had an idea what was

coming.

“Well, when we got back to the apartment he said it was

time I did some proper study on the subject and when I

questioned this I was kicked.”

Daphne’s eyes opened wide.

“It’s not quite how it sounds. It was more surreal than real

and I shouldn’t have got cross. We were sitting at the table, I

was being a bit mouthy and stood up - the intimidating bit -

and he kicked me in the chest from across the table. I don’t

know how he did it. I didn’t see his foot coming. All I

remember is being on the other side of  the room on the floor

with him whispering in my ear.”

“For God’s sake, whispering what?”

Peter winced as he turned towards Daphne.

“His words exactly, were ‘understand Nephew, I could break

your jaw on my knee or fracture vertebrae and invertebral disc,

or incapacitate or kill you in a dozen different ways.’ He warned

I must control my anger and if  attacked, no matter how hard

I might have been hit, I must by reflexive action defend myself

and not wallow in the possibility of  dying.”

Among other things he didn’t tell Daphne was his uncle
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strongly advised he didn’t try intimidating him again.

“So what is it you’re supposed to be working on?” Daphne

asked after a long silence.

“Breathing, getting fitter and keeping my mouth shut,

basically. And I’ve got to find out what it is women fear.”

She asked if  he needed to put up with any of  it. Peter said

he really liked coming over to Belgium. More important, his

uncle was the head of  what was left of  the family. All Daphne

could say in reply was he had better gather his wits.

She soon saw there were other things on his mind. An

assistant pulled aside the curtain of  a cubicle in the boutique

to reveal a girl stepping out of  her dress. Another was lying on

the floor in front of  them, struggling to get a pair of  jeans over

her hips.

“You must keep your mind on your girlfriend!”

“That’s proving frustrating,” Peter responded with a weak

grin. “She’s very proper and I like this. But ...”

“Don’t you recognise unbruised fruit when you handle it?”

Peter glanced at her.

“Yes, I know, it’s man’s talk and a bit annoying as we all start

off  like this! Having said it you will win her, when you prove

to yourself  you are worth it.”

“Now I don’t know what to do,” Peter responded, barely

audible over the music booming around the boutique.

Daphne huffed.

“You can start by warming her up, not rubbing her up the

wrong way. I happen to know you’re halfway there.”

Peter cheered up immediately, animating with the tantalising

smells of  waffles and apple fritters at the top of  Rue Neuve.

Daphne asked when he would be starting his serious training

in view of  his uncle’s advice. It wasn’t too far to her place, so

why didn’t she take a tram and he run? She would prepare a

proper lunch for him and if  he was quicker than expected he

could run around the park as well.

“That’s blackmail!” Peter remonstrated. “My chest still
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hurts. It’s easy for girls. You don’t have such punishments.”

“We have our own forms of  punishment Peter, plenty of

them. Make no mistake.”

After spending the afternoon with Daphne and the evening

with Thérèse, Peter returned to Rue Américaine and was keen

to relate part of  the day’s discussion to his uncle. Julian asked

if  he had eaten. Peter replied he had not eaten much. He was

careful not to say both Daphne and Thérèse had prepared for

him the kind of  light meal a woman eats. He couldn’t think of

it in any other way. Julian began the preparation of  a larger

quantity of  rice.

“That’s a strange grain!” Peter said dropping his bag on the

kitchen floor.

“Unpolished rice and riz sauvage. Not the Chinese way but

wholesome. But go ahead with your discoveries.”

“Well, I asked Thérèse how she prepares herself  if  she has

to walk through a dark alley. I asked delicately, of  course,” he

added. “She just looked at me and said women spend a large

part of  their time avoiding dark alleys. When I asked if  she

knew how to make a fist, she just burst out laughing. It was

amazing, uncle. She had no idea what to do!”

“It is interesting,” Julian remarked.

“And another thing. Henri always crosses the street if  he

sees a girl walking towards him late at night so as not to worry

her. And the girls told him he was a gentleman! Well, tomorrow

I shall talk more with Daphne.”

“Excellent!” Julian responded. “Just the person to keep you

on your toes.”

3/3

Monday 22 July

Julian walked down to Place Madou early on Monday

morning to call in at the office. He needed confirmation that

Marc was taking the Marseilles operation at the beginning of
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August. He caught sight of  Marc coming out of  the Metro. It

had been weeks since they had run into each other and their

work at the office was overlapping. Marc was working on a

dossier on the German members of  the syndicate, the

pornography distributors and now the organisation marketing

the abducted youngsters.

“I heard rumours you’d been put on holiday, Old Man!”

Marc exclaimed as they stepped into a busy café on the

Chaussée de Louvain. “I haven’t been able to thank you for

standing in for me in Amsterdam. And, of  course, I’ll swap

you with Marseilles. I had no plans for holidays this year.”

He went on to say the weekend operation there was likely

to be a dud. An organisation of  Algerians had revived an old

routine of  putting advertisements in South Coast newspapers

for girls to work in bars in North Africa in the new tourist spots

at fabulous salaries. The police found it incredible young

women were still falling for this trick and had asked for support

in locating the embarkation point in Marseilles.

Marc also mentioned the upheaval during the week with

Ross in late every night on what he was sure was a security

shake-up. He was sorry about the trouble and a killing. He also

knew the American, Meredith.

“I wish I could lose interest and move on,” Julian said,

hinting only at something he was planning. “I may need your

help soon, whether I’m working for the Committee or not.”

“Anything, of  course,” Marc replied cautiously, “I owe you

favours enough.”

Marc was a Belgian and older than Julian. After thirty years

pushing a pen in the Ministères his circumstances changed

abruptly. His wife died and he realised he had achieved little

and aspired to nothing. He abandoned his career in the civil

service and contracted himself  to the United Nations and

active work with the Committee on Slavery. Depression took

a hold and it was only a passion for music that kept him going.

Feeling his time was yet to come he frequently compared
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himself  with Caesar Franck who blossomed at the age of  sixty-

seven with his Symphony in D minor, the first of  several great

pieces of  music.

Julian half  listened to the new leads on Johnny Wan and

van Merken amidst the sounds of  an espresso machine and

murmuring of  customers. Only when Marc fell silent awaiting

a response did Julian realise it was something he had not

wanted to hear.

“You did say 14K, Marc?”

Marc nodded.

“14K it is. Criminal Intelligence in Amsterdam confirmed

it yesterday. It’s not Johnny Wan’s mob the See Tong in the

syndicate. It’s a Hong Kong gang whose main European cell is

in Amsterdam. They’ve given us the name of  their top man,

Chu Yuen Muk. Our Mademoiselle is doing a profile on him and

the triad this morning. It’s apparently most unusual they’re

doing business with Europeans.”

Julian had hardly digested this information when Marc

dropped on him news of  an article about to be published in

Le Monde on a rare instance of  the ‘death of  a thousand cuts’

that had taken place in the South of  France. The French

newspaper was linking it to the 14K triad and had requested

information from the Amsterdam police.

It was Marc who brought the meeting to an end. Glancing

at his watch he asked Julian if  he was not impressed with the

early start. A charmer, he called Ross’s new assistant, blushing

when he saw how the situation must have looked. His parting

words were he would keep Julian informed by accident and by

design.

Later that morning Julian sat in the sun outside a restaurant

in the Grand Place with a mineral water and newspaper. The

flower market spread out before him across the cobbles was

bustling with sightseers. The old market square was alive and

restless. Flags fluttered, the gilded parapets sparkled with
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Renaissance splendour. The summer-long assault by an armada

of  coaches and batteries of  camera shutters was under way.

After leaving Marc that morning he bought himself

membership of  the club Daniel recommended. He didn’t

usually bother with expense claims but kept this receipt for the

100,000 Belgian francs he handed over. The convoluted

conditions of  membership regarding ‘special evenings’

available to members were already interesting. It might edge

them a little closer to a fifth syndicate member. None of  the

four the Committee knew of, including the triad, were

connected with wholesale abduction. There had to be a fifth.

Kidnapping is an exacting business and it was almost unreal

so many pubescent girls were being abducted with impeccable

timing, some even from their home. It was unlike child abuse,

where children are violated from an early age, usually by family,

shared at abuse parties and introduced into paedophile and

torture networks. Physically and psychologically damaged, there

was a measure of  acceptance of  the situation by these

unfortunate children.

Julian was wrestling with the ill-considered decisions of  his

youth in Hong Kong catching up with him when he saw

Daphne among the flower stalls. She was walking slowly in his

direction between the large striped umbrellas appraising the

profusion of  blooms. Brought up in a community guided by

superstition and omens good and bad and curious why this

young woman should seem like an old friend, he decided a

meeting would be propitious.

“Oh, they’re so nice!” she responded, taken aback at being

presented with a mixed bouquet of  lilies. “No-one has given

me flowers for no reason before.”

Julian was silent for a moment then suggested she was an

excellent reason. The sun played on the young woman’s hair as

she smelt the lilies. Her eyes danced, giving everything away,

almost. To his surprise he wanted to quote a Chinese proverb,

that if  you have only two pennies left in the world, you should
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spend one on a loaf  of  bread and the other on a flower as a

reason for living.

“I don’t know what else to say,” she said, flashing a smile.

“Do you think shyness suits me?”

“I do,” Julian replied, missing her gentle teasing.

“I can’t help getting euphoric in company, though it’s usually

the wine.”

“Would you like to join me for a glass now?”

“This is the first day of  my holiday, so why not lunch!”

Daphne found herself  saying, knowing she was pushing her

luck.

“I expect I shall learn more about this balance of  modesty

and forthrightness in you. It will be a salad for me as I seldom

eat during the day.”

“Why’s that?”

“I generally eat late, when I’m sure it’s safe.”

“You’re pulling my leg now, aren’t you?” Daphne asked

cautiously, seeing his brown eyes smiling.

At nine that evening at Ma Campagne, the junction of

Avenue Brugmann and the Chaussée de Waterloo, Julian waited

for the evening’s entertainment in a grimmer mood. He had

enjoyed Daphne’s company during the afternoon and knew the

contrast was likely to know no bounds. A Lincoln Continental

with tinted windows pulled up and the uniformed chauffeur

ascertained discreetly Julian was his charge. Julian checked as

he got in that the tinted windows and interior partition were

not armoured. The driver apologised over the intercom for the

isolation, saying ambiguously the organisation, the club,

endeavoured to guarantee the anonymity of  its members.

They moved off  down the Chaussée de Waterloo and on

to the motorway to Liège. The drive took an hour, the last

quarter being one of  much changing up and down of  the

automatic gearbox. There was finally the crunch of  tyres on

gravel.
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When the driver opened the door for Julian the outside was

as dark as the interior of  the car. A château and woodland

surrounding it loomed over him. There was no light coming

from the building and the only detail discernible was the shape

of  four distinctive towers against a wild, inky sky. Several other

limousines and at least thirty other cars were parked on the

drive. They were somewhere in the Ardennes north of

Luxembourg.

Inside, Julian was met with the smell of  cigars and

mutterings one might expect from an exclusive gentlemen’s

club. The ground floor was furnished in period Dix-huitième

Siècle style. It looked like a private house except for the

pornographic film projected on the wall behind a curving

marble staircase. In the hallway were twenty-two middle-aged

to elderly men seated or standing conversing with a dozen

expensively-dressed hostesses. Four young women in skimpy

French maid costumes served drinks from silver platters.

The gathering was invited to an upstairs gallery and shown

into cubicles around the balustrade. Each cubicle had a window

of  one-way mirror glass looking over a studio floor that was

empty except for a futon.

The lighting was dimmed momentarily before growing

brighter as a young girl was pushed into the centre of  the

studio. Dressed only in white ankle socks and a silk kimono

she immediately fell to her knees on the mattress, wrapping the

gown tightly around herself. She was fourteen years old, well-

developed for her age and very frightened.

Her name was Michi, ‘Micky’ to her family. Julian knew who

she was, having seen a file on her the week before. She was the

daughter of  a member of  a Japanese trade delegation to the

EEC. There was considerable embarrassment and a massive

search organised after she was abducted, assumed kidnapped

from the delegation’s hotel in Paris.

Her file was one of  hundreds by his desk and he only

remembered it because of  the press photographs showing
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mother and daughter enacting the Tea Ceremony at the Centre

Pompidou during an exhibition of  Japanese products.

The girl looked years older now despite two little bunches

on the top of  her head tied with red ribbon. Her eyes scanned

the mirrors, one fist clenched to her mouth.

Several  minutes  passed  until  the  words vien,  petit  lapin,

vien ... came through the speakers in the cubicle in stereophonic

sound. A short, stocky man with greasy hair, stained vest and

muddy tracksuit bottoms appeared and knelt close by her. He

patted the floor, asking again she come to him. Grinning, he

edged towards her on his knees. She drew her legs and arms

tightly to her.

Julian was on his way down the staircase when the

screaming began, echoing around the elegant house. Catching

sight of  himself  in a large ormolu mirror he adjusted his bow

tie. Intervention was not an option on this occasion without

planning and back-up. It did not stop him running through

appropriate punishment for the forty or fifty people present

that night. He hoped for their sake no-one crossed his path

before he reached the door.

He was chauffeured back to Brussels on a pleasant moonlit

evening and bid a bonsoir by the driver at Ma Campagne. This

was a disgusting exhibition, a blatant kidnapping of  a child

whose picture had featured in a national newspaper the week

before. Tacit approval from many in the audience would be

needed for such a show to take place and the girl remain in

captivity. Sophie’s assessment of  Daniel as Pimp to the

Establishment flitted around his head.

There were no cabs in the rank at the top of  Rue Africaine.

Several people were waiting, laughing and happy after a

pleasant evening out. There are one or two good restaurants

and several bars around the top of  Avenue Brugmann. It was

nearing the end of  July and the promise of  fine weather for

the summer holidays.
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